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Marine Insurance Law 2016-08-12

marine insurance law second edition introduces and clearly explains all topics covered in courses at masters level offering students and
those new to the area a comprehensive and accessible overview and way into this important topic in maritime law beginning by introducing
the general principles of the subject and structure and formation of insurance contracts this text goes on to look at individual
considerations in detail including the duty of utmost good faith fair presentation of the risk insurable interest terms of insurance
contracts brokers the premium causation and marine perils losses sue and labour subrogation fraudulent claims and reinsurance this second
edition reflects the substantial changes introduced by the insurance act 2015 and includes new appendices containing relevant legislation
and example clauses from marine insurance contracts

Cases and Materials on Marine Insurance Law 2012-09-10

this book provides a comprehensive collection of cases and materials on marine insurance law the sources included here are not always
readily accessible each chapter is introduced with a brief resume of the general principles before the facts of each case are summarised
and the extracts of the relevant parts of judgments reproduced the significance of the judicial extracts the statutory materials and
standard terms are then discussed with particular emphasis on important and problematical areas of the law this book will be indispensable
not only to postgraduate students of law in house lawyers insurance brokers and claims adjusters but also to students of maritime studies
legal practitioners and a wide range of professionals within the shipping industry who may wish to have at hand a convenient source of
information whilst the book is a companion to the authors the law of marine insurance it is also structured to stand as a marine insurance
text in its own right

Research Handbook on Marine Insurance Law 2024-03-14

this erudite research handbook presents in depth analyses on marine insurance law exploring its fundamental issues legal conflicts and the
ways in which technology has changed the marine insurance landscape bringing together a vast array of expert legal scholars and
practitioners this book adeptly relates marine insurance to international trade cyber insurance and pandemic exclusions

Marine Insurance 2013-07-31

marine insurance law and practice second edition continues to provide the most comprehensive and integrated account of the english law and
practice of marine insurance it provides readers with a fresh and up to date review of the modern law in the light of traditional
principles and rules of underlying commercial law and the specific statutory rules of marine insurance as interpreted by case law as
moderated in practice by market practices and standard form marine insurance clauses francis rose clarifies the law s underlying framework
of principles and illustrates how it works in common contractual situations explaining how the different components of the law interact the
new edition has been updated to incorporate the most recent case law there have been some very important judgments handed down since the
book first published including the cendor mop the silva the resolute and the marina iris the implications of the introduction of institute
cargo clauses 2009 the effect of the gambling act 2005 and the third parties rights against insurers act 2010 law commission reform
proposals the book explores in detail the following areas the nature of insurance insurable interest the insurance contract the premium
insured risks marine risks exclusions losses claims subrogation double insurance
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Marine Insurance 2021-11-30

this authoritative work forms a comprehensive examination of the legal and historical context of marine insurance providing a detailed
overview of the events and factors leading to its codification in the marine insurance act 1906 it investigates the development of the
legal principles and case law that underpin the act to reveal how successful this codification truly was and to demonstrate how these
historical precedents remain relevant to marine insurance law to this day

Marine Insurance 1993

starting with an historical view of marine insurance this book then deals specifically with hull and cargo perils and cargo exclusions and
goes on to cover cause sue and labour general average salvage total loss subrogation and double insurance it is intended for lawyers and
non lawyers

Law of Marine Insurance 2013-03-04

first published in 1996 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Marine Insurance Legislation 2014-04-24

providing thorough up to date coverage of the operation of marine insurance legislation this text is an essential resource for today s
marine insurance professional designed with the reader in mind previous editions of this book have been heavily praised for its accessible
and highly practical format section by section the authors deliver expert commentary on the marine insurance act 1906 and related marine
insurance legislation the origin of each section or provision is clearly explained along with the authorities decided since the legislation
came into force new to this edition heavily revised with the very latest case law since 2010 some of which having a dramatic effect on the
law of marine insurance the most important cases include the cendor mopu and masefield v amlin all relevant new cases have been added from
across the common law world clarification on new legislation such as the third parties rights against insurers act 2010 and the consumer
insurance disclosure and representations act 2012 the compulsory insurance provisions affecting oil pollution and passengers the rules on
jurisdiction and choice of law in the brussels regulation and the rome i regulation this compressive text is indispensable for marine
lawyers industry professionals and students of marine insurance law worldwide

Marine Insurance 2008

maritime liens

Marine Insurance: The Law in Transition 2020-11-26

the book examines and analyses in depth the specific issues which are currently occupying the marine insurance markets and the law the
london market is currently re examining its practices and international competitiveness and the english case law is growing significantly
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the issues identified in the book are the fundamental issues on which marine insurance law is based and which are in the process of being
re examined and developed further to respond to the needs of modern insurance practice they are of wider interest to insurance law in
general and the evolution of english law is analysed against the backdrop of legal developments in europe and scandinavia

Marine Insurance Legislation 2013-07-04

the book provides a heavily annotated text of english marine insurance legislation and the most important of the market clauses the
institute clauses used in respect of marine policies written in the london market the operation of each section of the marine insurance act
1906 is explained and references are given to the most important of the early cases upon which the sections are based

The Law of Marine Insurance 1996

this work is the first modern book to give a clear and comprehensive account of english marine insurance law aimed at practitioners who are
unfamiliar with this subject and students at post graduate level coming to insurance law for the first time this book combines detailed
analysis of modern statue and case law with clear comprehension of practice and commerce in the shipping world the style is clear and
readable and the work is thoroughly and meticulously researched and documented

Marine Insurance Clauses 2013-07-31

the new edition of marine insurance clauses reflects numerous changes and additions to the policy clauses and particularly the new style of
the organisation entitled the international underwriting association of london in 2002 the new edition will bring you up to date with the
present complex and sometimes confusing variations in policy conditions part of the maritime and transport law library

The Principle of Indemnity in Marine Insurance Contracts 2007-08-06

this book discusses legal issues related to the principle of indemnity in marine insurance contracts as well as disputes that may arise in
a representative sample of common and continental law jurisdictions it offers a comparative examination of australian english canadian
french greek norwegian and u s law it examines the scope for a legal reform and the potential of achieving a better more flexible and
modern indemnification regime

Perils of the Seas and Inherent Vice in Marine Insurance Law 2020-10-28

the supreme court ruling in global process system inc v syarikat takaful malaysia berhad the cendor mopu created a shock wave in the london
marine insurance market as the supreme court decision changed the boundaries of doctrine with respect to the meaning of perils of the sea
and inherent vice both phrases play an important role in the insurance market affecting both assureds and insurers and their respective
interests under all classes of marine insurance policies this book reviews the origin of the clauses perils of the sea and inherent vice by
tracing back through the early cases in order to understand the origin and noting how and why the changes occurred it will examine how the
law has been developed in the recent cases and discuss whether the supreme court case the cendor mopu has overruled the previous cases in
terms of the clauses inherent vice and perils of the sea considering the impact of the cendor mopu decision with respect to the marine
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insurance act 1906 as well as the standard institute cargo clauses it evaluates whether the decision is consistent with these things and
discusses the effect of the decision on recent cases and on the insurance market

Marine Insurance Law 2015

this book expertly introduces and clearly explains all topics covered in marine insurance law courses at undergraduate and postgraduate
levels offering students and those new to the area a comprehensive and accessible overview of this important topic in commercial law
beginning by introducing the general principles of the subject the structure and formation of insurance contracts marine insurance law then
looks to individual considerations in detail including brokers losses risks and perils sue and labour reinsurance and mutual insurance p i
clubs this title has been developed with the needs of courses specifically in mind and its content has been tailored to include the most
important and commonly taught topics in the field each chapter contains end of chapter further reading to support student research ensuring
this new textbook provides a reliable and accessible gateway into this important topic in maritime law

The Insurance Act 2015 2016-11-10

the insurance act 2015 represents the first major reform of english commercial insurance law for many years its impact will be felt not
only in england where it will greatly affect both maritime and commercial insurance practice but also elsewhere where english law is the
law of choice in insurance contracts the insurance act 2015 a new regime for commercial and marine insurance law analyses in depth the key
aspects of the act and extensively restates and modifies a number of legal principles applying both at common law and under the marine
insurance act 1906 offering much more than the usual commentary on legislation this book provides critical in depth analysis of the
important topics as was all coverage of areas likely to spawn disputes in future written by leading practitioners and academics in the
field this book offers comprehensive coherent and practical legal analysis of the changes introduced by the insurance act 2015 it is a key
point of reference for practitioners insurance professionals and academics

A Treatise on the Law of Marine Insurance and Average 1848

first published in 2002 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Cases and Materials on Marine Insurance Law 2009

both volumes present an in depth analysis of actual marine insurance relative to hull insurance cargo insurance and p i insurance the
impact of european law on marine insurance and more specifically european competition rules in relation to p i insurance are covered in
addition specific issues such as the future belgian marine insurance statute and the antwerp marine policy are dealt with the subjects are
covered in a broad comparative law perspective combining practice and theory also topics such as the ism code and its relation to marine
insurance and the position of classification societies and quality insurance are considered
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Warranties In Marine Insurance 2001-09-07

the new edition of this british insurance law association bila award winning text is the definitive reference source for marine cargo
insurance law written by an author who was closely involved with the revisions to the institute cargo clauses 2009 the work expertly
examines marine cargo insurance by reference to important english and foreign legal cases as well as the marine insurance act 1906
logically arranged to reflect the structure of the institute cargo clauses the most widely used standard form of cover this text offers
easy to find solutions for today s busy practitioner new to this edition completely revised to include the insurance act 2015 duty of fair
presentation warranties fraudulent claims brand new chapter on the revised institute ancillary and trade clauses including those to be
introduced on 1 november 2015 increased coverage of jurisdiction and choice of law particularly taking into account the rome i regulation
enhanced coverage of the issue of constructive total loss consideration of the law reform commission s proposals for the reform of
insurance law and further amendments to the marine insurance act 1906 covers latest developments in the enterprise bill for damages for
late payment of claims fully updated with all of the influential cases since 2009 including the cendor mopu one of the most important
marine insurance cases of the last 50 years clothing management v beazley solutions notable hull cases such as versloot dredging v hdi
gerling on fraudulent devices influential foreign cases taken from this book s sister text international cargo insurance this unique text
is a one stop resource for marine insurance lawyers handling cargo claims and will also be of interest to students and researchers of
maritime law

Marine Insurance at the Turn of the Millennium 2000-09-26

illegality in marine insurance law is the first book to deal specifically with illegality in the context of marine insurance law previously
this issue has only ever been partially covered within analysis and criticism of section 41 of the marine insurance act 1906 and warranties
however dr wang feng goes much further than this by considering its impact on the common law relevant to marine insurance in many
jurisdictions worldwide the book addresses whether the existing law represents an accurate codification of the former authorities and
whether section 41 truly reflects existing legal principles as well as this the book examines how correctly to approach illegality within
the context of marine insurance considering the fundamental changes to the rule of breach of warranty introduced by the insurance act 2015
of interest to academic researchers and practitioners in common law and civil law jurisdictions this book provides rigorous analysis of the
illegality issue and a conceptual approach for various approaches to reform marine insurance law it is a unique and comprehensive guide to
illegality in marine insurance law

Marine Cargo Insurance 2015-11-19

with reform of warranties utmost good faith and insurable interest underway reforming marine and commercial insurance law provides a timely
and essential analysis of this changing area of marine insurance law the entire insurance sector is observing and participating in the
reform process and this wide interest is reflected in the diversity of extremely high quality contributions to this book this book
evaluates the legal and practical implications of the proposals on commercial and marine insurance contracts the contributors from legal
practice the insurance sector the judiciary and academia comment critically on the proposals and discuss the viability and future of the
reform process
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An Epitome of the Law Affecting Marine Insurance 1907

this fifth volume in the series comprises ten contributions written by an expert team of academics and practitioners collectively they
analyse and expound many of the contemporary legal issues and debates in the law and practice of marine insurance the new volume is not to
be considered as a new edition superseding the earlier volumes to the contrary it extends on the previous coverage and contributes to the
expanding coverage of the series it achieves this by introducing new topics for analysis and by noting significant developments in themes
considered in earlier volumes thereby providing a useful tool for keeping abreast of an ever developing body of judicial law this volume
tackles topics such as the impact of the insurance act 2015 on remedies and the pre contractual duty of insurers as well as a contribution
from professor wilhelmsen on the state ship arrest as a peril under the nordic marine insurance plan and london terms it explores the
impact of brexit on jurisdiction in marine insurance whilst also dedicating time to the comparison of us and english law relating to the
duties of brokers and analyses the but for test in marine insurance as well as historical development of the law relating to fraudulent
claims alongside many other important topics this book meticulously examines direct and third party claims against p i insurers passenger
liabilities and class actions seaworthiness and the operation of the mia 1906 s 39 post insurance act 2015 and the insuring of autonomous
and remote controlled vessels this book is essential reading for maritime lawyers brokers and insurance market practitioners academics and
companies associated with the marine insurance markets worldwide

A Practical Treatise on the Law of Marine Insurance 1881

insurance law an introduction is essential reading and will provide you with a thorough understanding of all the main areas including motor
property financial and marine insurance the book contains the latest case law and best practice with reference to problem areas including
fraudulent claims third party rights against insurers and construing insurance terms comprehensive guidance on all key areas from the duty
of utmost good faith to choice of law and jurisdictional issues is given by the leading legal experts in the insurance industry

Marine Insurance Law of Canada 1987

international cargo insurance examines the law and practice of marine cargo insurance on a worldwide basis and provides the busy
practitioner the information needed to quickly and accurately resolve cargo insurance coverage issues wherever they may arise the book
concentrates on the law in the united states and england it then examines other countries with a common law tradition including hong kong
singapore japan and australia the civil law systems are highlighted in a number of key trading nations italy germany france and norway the
book includes chapters on south africa as well as the people s republic of china it concludes with a comparative law chapter concentrating
on issues that arise in practice in cargo coverage cases this chapter also examines how the institute cargo clauses have been construed by
courts worldwide the appendices include the standard cargo policy insurance terms used in each jurisdiction some translated for the first
time for this volume as well as translations of the relevant statutes and commercial codes many not available elsewhere

The Principles of Marine Insurance 1986

this book is intended as a complement to the authors insurance law doctrines and principles following its general pattern but integrating
the jurisprudence from other common law jurisdictions particularly the usa as a means of demonstrating how problems which have long
confronted the english courts frequently receive different legislative judicial responses elsewhere although the emphasis of the book lies
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with the case law spanning some two centuries the authors introduce each section with a brief narrative designed to focus the reader s
attention as he or she works through the cases a critical approach is adopted and emphasis is given to major journal articles and to the
current uk and eu reform agenda readership undergraduates external students taking the london ll m insurance law course cii candidates and
those who lack access to a law library

A Treatise on the Law of Marine Insurance and Average 1850

this volume focuses on current issues affecting the market with regard to marine insurance written by a team of leading academics and
practitioners it analyzes the contemporary questions and debates in the law arising out of market practice and provides an up to date
analysis of the law of marine insurance topics covered include held covered clauses incorporation of terms into reinsurance contracts
valued policies insurable interest warranties wilful misconduct counter claims by insurers and jurisdiction it also provides an comparative
analysis of the law and practice in europe australia and the usa cumulatively the contributions provide a comprehensive statement of the
modern law and practice of marine insurance

A Treatise on the Law of Marine Insurance and Average; with References to the American Cases
and the Later Continental Authorities 1866

Illegality in Marine Insurance Law 2016-09-13

Law of Marine Insurance 1996

Reforming Marine and Commercial Insurance Law 2020-10-28

A Lecture on the Law of Representations in Marine Insurance 1844

The Marine Insurance Act, 1906 1913

The Modern Law of Marine Insurance 2023-02-21
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Insurance Law: An Introduction 2014-02-04

International Cargo Insurance 2013-07-18

The Marine Insurance Act, 1906 1922

Insurance Law: Cases and Materials 2004-07-19

Marine Insurance Claims 1963

The Modern Law of Marine Insurance 1996
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